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Abstract Since the beginning of the 21st century, the geoscience research has been entering a significant transitional period
with the establishment of a new knowledge system as the core and with the drive of big data as the means. It is a revolutionary
leap in the research of geoscience knowledge discovery from the traditional encyclopedic discipline knowledge system to the
computer-understandable and operable knowledge graph. Based on adopting the graph pattern of general knowledge re-
presentation, the geoscience knowledge graph expands the unique spatiotemporal features to the Geoscience knowledge, and
integrates geoscience knowledge elements, such as map, text, and number, to establish an all-domain geoscience knowledge
representation model. A federated, crowd intelligence-based collaborative method of constructing the geoscience knowledge
graph is developed here, which realizes the construction of high-quality professional knowledge graph in collaboration with
global geo-scientists. We also develop a method for constructing a dynamic knowledge graph of multi-modal geoscience data
based on in-depth text analysis, which extracts geoscience knowledge from massive geoscience literature to construct the latest
and most complete dynamic geoscience knowledge graph. A comprehensive and systematic geoscience knowledge graph can not
only deepen the existing geoscience big data analysis, but also advance the construction of the high-precision geological time
scale driven by big data, the compilation of intelligent maps driven by rules and data, and the geoscience knowledge evolution
and reasoning analysis, among others. It will further expand the new directions of geoscience research driven by both data and
knowledge, break new ground where geoscience, information science, and data science converge, realize the original innovation
of the geoscience research and achieve major theoretical breakthroughs in the spatiotemporal big data research.

Keywords Geoscience knowledge graph, All-domain geoscience knowledge representation model, Federated crowd in-
telligence collaboration, High-precision geological time scale
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1. Introduction

A new round of scientific and technological revolution and
industrial transformation is emerging around the world
nowadays. Human beings are stepping into a new era of
science and technology featuring the integrated development
of big data, cloud computing, artificial intelligence, block-
chain, and Internet of Things. The second-generation artifi-
cial intelligence based on big data and deep learning has been
widely and successfully applied in image recognition, lan-
guage translation, and other fields (Guo et al., 2014; Guo,
2017a, 2017b). Big data is not only changing the way of
human life, production, and thinking, but also guiding the
scientific research from the scientific paradigm of experi-
ment, theory, and simulation to the fourth scientific research
paradigm driven by big data (Tansley and Tolle, 2009).
The modern earth observation system realizes hour-level

global monitoring, and various automatic observation station
networks can continuously observe global precipitation,
biomass, and other elements of the earth system, and digital
publication can be accessed anytime and anywhere. These
changes indicate the geoscience research has entered an era
of big data with global coverage, all-weather monitoring, and
all-element observation. At the same time, as a typical data-
intensive science, geoscience faces challenges in data in-
tegration and sharing, data mining and knowledge discovery,
such as data chaos and lack of mechanisms in the spatial
statistical analysis. In addition, many potential advantages of
big data have not been brought into full play in geoscience-
related researches, and there is an urgent need to develop
theories and methods of knowledge-driven big data analysis
in geoscience. Therefore, to construct the all-domain
geoscience knowledge graph (GKG) and explore the
geoscience knowledge evolution are the frontier areas and
strategic focus of the contemporary researches on geoscience
knowledge discovery (Zhai et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019).
Artificial intelligence is the key to the value mining and
promotion of big data, while knowledge graph is one of the
important cornerstones of artificial intelligence and the core
foundation of integrating statistical representation and phy-
sical representation. This paper expounds and discusses the
key scientific issues and frontier directions of geoscience
knowledge graph research oriented towards geoscience big
data (hereinafter referred to as geo-big data) analysis from
the aspects of graph pattern of geoscience knowledge re-
presentation, the method of constructing the geoscience
knowledge graph and the application of geoscience knowl-
edge graph, and looks into the future researches of spatio-

temporal big data analysis and knowledge discovery in
geoscience.

2. Geoscience knowledge representation model

Geoscience is a science that studies the formation, evolution,
and interaction of various spheres of Earth, including the
atmospheric science, marine science, geography, geology,
geophysics, and others, which has complex and diverse
disciplinary knowledge systems (Sun, 2017). Therefore, the
multi-scale spatiotemporal features of geoscience phenom-
ena and processes, integrating various information carriers
such as map, text and number, and the geoscience knowledge
representation models spanning all discipline branches of
geoscience constitute the basis and starting point of re-
searches on geoscience knowledge graph.

2.1 Geoscience knowledge system and knowledge
graph

As a complex giant system, the earth system stretches across
millions of miles in space and billions of years in time. It is a
systematic knowledge project and the unremitting pursuit of
geo-scientists to build a complete system of geoscience
knowledge. Geoscience knowledge follows the general
characteristics of the common knowledge. For examples, the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) classifies knowledge into four categories, namely,
knowledge about things and reality, knowledge about natural
laws and principles, knowledge about skills and know-how,
and knowledge about human resources (OECD, 1996);
Benjamin Bloom, the US psychologist and educator, classi-
fies knowledge into factual knowledge, conceptual knowl-
edge, procedural knowledge, and meta knowledge (OECD,
1996). All these existing research achievements related to
knowledge engineering can be the foundation of constructing
the geoscience knowledge system.
However, compared with other disciplines, multi-scale

spatiotemporal features are the basic elements of geoscience
knowledge. On one hand, when geo-scientists think about
and conduct researches, they usually focus on the specific
spatial scope and time span of the research objects. For ex-
ample, geologists often use one million years as the basic
time unit to measure major geological events, and use the
intercontinental spatial scale in studies of plates motion. On
the other hand, due to technical limitation, the observation
and analytical methods used in geoscience are also various
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ways. For example, paleontologists’ fossil specimens and
geo-chronologists’ gold spike section have limited and ob-
servable spatial scales. Therefore, the core and innovation of
the geoscience knowledge system construction is to develop
an open and expandable geoscience knowledge framework
by combining the general knowledge classification system
and the spatiotemporal features of various element carriers of
map, text and number. The framework is developed by using
tree-like knowledge architecture as the main body supple-
mented by the network and knowledge chain architecture.
Geoscience knowledge graph is a kind of computer-un-

derstandable and calculable knowledge system in which re-
levant knowledge is effectively organized through a
structured graph pattern. The concept and prototype of
knowledge graph can be traced back to the 1960s, and it has
been widely applied in the field of library and information
science. As one of pioneering work, Boyack et al. (2005)
constructed a knowledge graph with nodes and edges to re-
veal the internal relationships and disciplinary relationships
among 800,000 scientific articles. Auer et al. (2007) pro-
moted the construction of an open linked database, DBpedia,
by adopting semantic network and other methods. The
method of describing the concepts, entities and their re-
lationships based on semantic network is also an effective
representation of the geoscience knowledge graph (Tang,
2020; Zhang et al., 2020). In 2012, Google officially laun-
ched the Knowledge Graph Engine (Singhal, 2012), a new-
generation knowledge graph “Knowledge Vault” for ob-
taining factual information from unstructured network texts
(Dong et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2017). The Knowledge Vault
containing more than 600 million entities and more than 18
billion attribute or relationship nodes greatly promoted the
development and application of knowledge graph technology
and methods.
Since 2017, Open Knowledge Network had been brought

into US national science and technology strategy (NSTC,
2018). In 2019, the US National Science Foundation (NSF)
funded 43 pilot projects with a total budget of $39 million for
accelerating the integration of disciplines, 21 projects of
them are related to Open Knowledge Network, and more
investment will be put on this theme in the future (https://
www.nsf.gov/pubs/2019/nsf19050/nsf19050.jsp; https://
www.nsf.gov/od/oia/convergence-accelerator/index.jsp).
The Deep Time Knowledge Graph project leaded by the
University of Idaho introduced the latest semantic web
model to build a machine-readable deep time “language” to
connect the international and regional geochronology stan-
dards, to manage the concept of times in different versions of
the geochronological scale, and use it to explore and analyze
the deep time data under the network environment (Ma et al.,
2020). At present, SocialWiki, together with Douban Time
and other youth media, jointly launched the “Human
Knowledge Pedigree Construction Project”, attempting to

develop a broader graph of disciplines through global col-
laboration to help people explore and learn knowledge.
These studies and practices will contribute to promoting the
research on geoscience knowledge graph.

2.2 Self-adaptive representation model of all-domain
geoscience knowledge graph

Knowledge representation is the basis for constructing the
computer-understandable and calculable knowledge graph,
and an important step in the process of knowledge commu-
nication. The common ways of knowledge representation
include natural languages, structured tables, graphics and
images, etc. Natural language representation is generally
qualitative and vague description, structured tables cannot
sufficiently describe the spatiotemporal relationships be-
tween geoscience entities (hereinafter refer to as geo-enti-
ties), and graphics and images are not good at accurately
describing complex geoscience processes. Therefore, there is
an urgent need to develop a comprehensive formal re-
presentation language (Xu et al., 2010). The graph pattern
represented by the directed graph effectively establishes the
semantic association between knowledge entities, being a
basic model for geoscience knowledge representation. This
basic model needs expanding both in time and space to de-
scribe the geoscience knowledge. For example, in the field of
geography, scholars have put forward YAGO2 (Hoffart et al.,
2013), GeoKG (Wang et al., 2019) and other geographic
knowledge representation models to record the geographic
knowledge in a directed graph structure (Ballatore et al.,
2015). YAGO2, upgraded version of the general knowledge
graph YAGO, adds the predicative description of temporal
and spatial expression to record the temporal and spatial
information of each entity. GeoKG puts forward a geo-
graphic knowledge representation model to describe the
evolution process of geographic entities. Time, space, attri-
bute, state, change and relationship are also taken into con-
sideration.
The existing geoscience knowledge representation models

which simply supplement or record the temporal, spatial and
part of the attribute information are difficult to represent the
complex all-domain geosciences knowledge (Zhang et al.,
2020; Oramas et al., 2017). It is a challenging task to con-
struct the representation model of geoscience knowledge
graph across spatiotemporal dimensions from the perspective
of the essence of graph structure by integrating the complex
spatiotemporal features, computational attributes and the
relationships and rules of geoscience knowledge. Here we
propose a basic model of the self-adaptive representation of
all-domain geoscience knowledge graph as shown in Figure
1. This fundamental model is composed of complex spatio-
temporal information representation model (entity object
representation model) and geo-entity object relationship
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(edge). The model still adopts the triples of Resource De-
scription Framework (RDF) of head entity/entity combina-
tion, tail entity/entity combination and discrete relationship/
mapping functions. And more, three aspects of expansion are
taken to include spatiotemporal features on the nodes,
complex model into the edge relationships, and the in-
telligent recognition and concept alignment to the geoscience
scenes. This expanded model can achieve the self-adaptive
representation of Geoscience knowledge graph in the whole
domain.

3. Methods of constructing the geoscience
knowledge graph

Systematically summarizing the existing scientific knowl-
edge of human beings has always been one of the compo-
nents of scientific research activities, such as compiling

academic classics and dictionaries, encyclopedias, and so on.
In the 1960s, Price, the founder of scientometrics, discovered
the exponential growth law of scientific knowledge by using
statistical methods based on the database of scientific papers,
which became one of the pioneering works in the application
of knowledge graph (Chen et al., 2008a).

3.1 Strategies and methods for constructing knowledge
graph

Generally, strategies for constructing knowledge graph can
be divided into “bottom-up” and “top-down” approaches.
The construction of open knowledge graph mostly adopts the
“bottom-up” approach, which automatically extracts con-
cepts or entities from various text data as well as the re-
lationships between them, such as with the Google’s
Knowledge Vault. Knowledge graphs in professional fields
mostly adopt the “top-down” approach, which determines

Figure 1 Self-adaptive representation model of all-domain geoscience knowledge graph.
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the ontology and entities to be constructed in advance, and
then constructs them in a professional way, so that the con-
structed knowledge graphs are of high professional level. In
the “Deep Time Digital Earth” big science project (herein-
after referred to as DDE) initiated and being implemented by
Chinese scientists, 18 working groups from different dis-
ciplines have been set up. DDE promotes the construction of
disciplinary knowledge systems and knowledge rules of
solid earth science by adopting the “top-down” approach,
with the purpose of providing a foundation for the next step
in the construction of the global geoscience knowledge
graph.
As an emerging research field, methods for constructing

the knowledge graph are developed rapidly, and the auto-
matic and intelligent construction methods constantly
emerge, which greatly enhances the ability of knowledge
graph construction. The conventional methods based on
manual input and editing are still widely adopted and con-
stantly improved. In particular, the level of automation and
intelligence of expert knowledge alignment is improving.
For example, Cyc system (Lenat, 1995), Freebase and Wi-
kidata are based on crowd sourcing and web collaborative
editing (Chah, 2017; Mitraka et al., 2015), while DBpdeia,
YAGO, NELL, and PROSPERA extract knowledge from
large-scale, semi-structured or unstructured text data (Ansari
et al., 2019; Carlson et al., 2010; Nakashole et al., 2011).
These methods and systems provide a solid foundation for
constructing geoscience knowledge graph.
Geoscience knowledge graph based on the well-known

knowledge system has a clear and definite explanation of all
knowledge nodes in the field of geoscience (including well-
known phenomena and facts, basic concepts and definitions,
natural principles and laws, observations and analytical
methods, etc.) as well as the relationships between the
knowledge nodes. It is a machine-understandable geoscience
knowledge base and inference engine. Human-machine
collaborative editing and importing strategies, such as crowd
intelligence collaborative construction method, are mostly
adopted for the relatively stable and mature knowledge
systems, especially for factual knowledge and conceptual
knowledge in the field. As to the knowledge scattered in a
large volume of literature, especially those published aca-
demic papers, books and research reports, text literature data
mining and knowledge discovery methods are often adopted,
such as the network text analysis and knowledge discovery
methods. With the further development of knowledge graph,
domain expert knowledge and dynamic knowledge from web
texts will be integrated to form a hybrid construction system.

3.2 Geoscience knowledge graph construction through
crowd intelligence collaboration

The geoscience knowledge system covers a wide range, and

most of the knowledge and experience come from the
geoscience experts. Manually inputting the knowledge and
experience of well-known experts with traditional methods
requires a high degree of collaboration and great cost. It is
extremely difficult to formally represent the geoscience
knowledge with high uncertainty or ambiguity, therefore the
progress of GKG construction in this area is rather slow.
With the rapid development and penetration of intelligent
mobile terminals, the crowd intelligence collaboration based
on mobile internet opens a new way to solve the above
problems. The collective forces and the collection of struc-
tured patterns can update the geoscience knowledge graph in
real time, and verify the knowledge mined by machine with
the support of crowd intelligence. Here we proposes a fed-
erated crowd intelligence knowledge graph construction
framework with expert knowledge as the core (Figure 2).The
following key technical issues need to be addressed.
(1) The contradictions and conflicts among knowledge

from different experts will inevitably arise in the large-scale
geoscience knowledge graph constructed through crowd in-
telligence collaboration. It needs to effectively identify the
iterative updating of new and old knowledge and the colli-
sion of views between different theoretical systems. For
examples, Gangemi et al. (2007) proposed the Collaborative
Ontology-Design model to discover and handle conflicts of
the process of the knowledge creation, integration and col-
laborative development in the heterogeneous semantic en-
vironment; Chen et al. (2008b) divided the conflicts in the
knowledge collaborative construction into three categories of
collaborative conflicts, or consistent conflicts and abnormal
conflicts, and developed the Command Package Pool method
to realize the automatic detection of conflicts. In the fra-
mework of Figure 2, the conflict knowledge fusion and
correction method based on the knowledge contribution and
credibility evaluation, are adopted to realize the automatic
conflict detection of geoscience knowledge created by crowd
intelligence.
(2) The research and establishment of a sustainable co-

construction and sharing model is an important guarantee
mechanism for the construction of the global geoscience
knowledge graph. If knowledge owners unwilling disclose
the details of knowledge when they participate in the con-
struction of knowledge graph through crowd intelligence, it
is necessary to develop knowledge storage proof methods
with protection ability of privacy and intellectual property
rights. And a knowledge-sharing model called as “I am the
master of my knowledge” is preferred. In order to motivate
scientists to actively participate in the process of construc-
tion of knowledge graph through crowd intelligence colla-
boration, it is also necessary to establish the evaluation
method of knowledge value contribution and the credibility
evaluation model of knowledge contributors under the crowd
intelligence collaboration, so as to realize the evaluation of
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expert knowledge contribution and establish an effective
incentive mechanism of crowd intelligence collaboration.
(3) The large-scale collaboration of global geo-scientists

needs to effectively solve the problem of multilingual re-
presentation of knowledge, and to study and establish con-
sistency-based fusion technologies and methods of multi-
source knowledge graph based on rules, statistics and deep
learning.

3.3 Construction of dynamic knowledge graph of
multi-modal geoscience data based on in-depth analysis

Massive structured and unstructured geoscience literature
(hereinafter referred to as geo-literature) which are published
or only internally used contain a huge amount of geoscience
knowledge, especially the latest dynamic knowledge. It is
important to construct the dynamic geoscience knowledge
graph by using machine learning, deep learning, and other
modern information technology to extract and update
geoscience knowledge from these massive text literature
once data perception, entity recognition, and relationship
extraction are solved, respectively. Here we propose a
method to construct dynamic knowledge graph of multi-
modal geoscience data based on in-depth analysis (Figure 3):
Firstly, unstructured data perception is conducted by using

in-depth analysis of multi-source geoscience data. To realize
text association and multi-source data perception, massive
unstructured text materials such as text, pictures, data tables,
and maps are classified, and the associated attributes from
the same source such as map name, region, cartographic
index, latitude and longitude range, time, are labeled. Based
on these labels, text segmentation, plain text extraction and
syntactic analysis will be carried out. Especially, the non-
substantive semi-structured text is eliminated by adopting
some existing rule knowledge. With all these processing,
graphs, texts and numbers from different sources with certain
similarities are labeled and associated by adopting the text
matching and statistical learning method, especially the
keyword information in the text description need be ex-
tracted through rule-based filtering and neural network
model. Compared with the general text source, the
geoscience literature often contains a large number of maps,
tables, and other professional components. Consequently, in
the process of knowledge acquisition, we need to conduct in-
depth analysis of maps, understand the meaning of the map
symbols, identify various kinds of spatial relationships, and
then sort out geo-objects in specific texts combining with the
geoscience knowledge system.
Secondly, entity object and knowledge are extracted by

using keywords. One of the keys in deep learning is the high-

Figure 2 Construction framework of geoscience knowledge graph through federated crowd intelligence collaboration.
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quality training corpus which is difficult to be realized by
manual selection and annotation. Therefore, it is crucial to
develop efficient and credible unsupervised learning algo-
rithm, such as object extraction based on keyword graph
model. The algorithm first quantifies the statistical char-
acteristics of geo-entities based on the word segmentation
results of massive texts and the Term Frequency and Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) algorithm. Then it builds the
list of common words according to the sorted results and
constructs the language network graph of massive texts.
Based on the graph embedding vectors and the similarity
among the word embeddings, it searches for important words
or phrases in the language network graphs and screens out
keywords in the texts as well as extracts the corresponding
object entities and constructs the index relationships among
graphs, text description, numbers and keywords. Finally, the
matching among the above elements in the geoscience
knowledge is completed to realize the geoscience knowledge
extraction based on unstructured texts.
Thirdly, the disambiguation of knowledge and the con-

struction of dynamic geoscience knowledge graphs are
conducted. To solve the ambiguity and conflicts of
geoscience knowledge caused by multiple data sources,
classification and clustering are conducted through deep
reinforcement learning using the specific spatiotemporal

semantic association of entity concepts as features. In this
way, we could address the problems of polysemy and sy-
nonymy. Further, it completes attribute alignment to elim-
inate knowledge conflicts by training the information source
credibility through feature learning, and the source attributes
as features.

4. Typical applications of geoscience knowledge
graph

The wide applications of geoscience knowledge graph can
promote the integration of geoscience, information science,
and data science, and can accelerate the development of
these disciplines. Knowledge-driven spatiotemporal analysis
of big data is helpful to implement more accurate analysis of
geo-big data, and promote the comprehensive analysis by
combining the statistical and physical characterizations of
geo-big data. Based on the existing geoscience knowledge
base and knowledge engine, it can promote the research of
geoscience knowledge system, and understand the evolution
characteristics of geoscience knowledge and even discover
new geo-knowledge with breakthroughs and innovations.
The integration of geoscience knowledge and cartography
knowledge can promote the intelligent and automatic de-

Figure 3 Construction framework of dynamic knowledge graphs of multi-modal geoscience data based on in-depth analysis.
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velopment of map making; the combination of geoscience
knowledge with earth system models may push the ex-
ploration and prediction research of mineral resources. The
following paragraphs focus on these three typical application
areas of geoscience knowledge graph.

4.1 Geoscience knowledge reasoning

Geoscience knowledge reasoning refers to the establishment
of new relationships among geo-entities, the understanding
of the characteristics of evolution of geoscience knowledge
system, as well as the discovery of new geoscience knowl-
edge through computer reasoning from the relationships
between entity concepts in geoscience knowledge graph. At
present, the commonly used methods for knowledge rea-
soning include symbolic reasoning and statistical reasoning.
The core of symbolic reasoning is to use rule of relevance to
infer new entity relationships from existing ones and detect
possible logical conflicts within them, such as the text-en-
hanced knowledge embedding method named TEKE pro-
posed by Wang and Li (2016). Machine learning and other
methods are adopted in statistical reasoning to develop new
relationships among entities in knowledge graph based on
past experience and analysis and verify or infer assumptions
using maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) and other statistical
methods, like Parallel Universe TransE (puTransE), an
adaptable and robust transition matrix model proposed by
Tay et al. (2017) for learning entity relationships on
knowledge graph.
Neither symbolic reasoning nor statistical reasoning can

effectively convey the spatiotemporal dependence and non-
stationarity (heterogeneity) of geoscience knowledge, and
they fail to make full use of the relationships between multi-
form features of big data in geosciences to set up model. So it
is difficult to interpret and predict multiple attributes of geo-
knowledge. A conceptual model of bidirectional reasoning is
proposed based on entity attributes and spatiotemporal links
to solve this problem. In view of the fact that the evolution of
geo-entities occurs over a long-time span and involves many
time node information, causal convolution and expansion
factor are used to achieve the learning of features of histor-
ical labeled information over a long period. It can avoid the
vanishing gradient or gradient explosion problem that the
traditional recurrent neural networks (RNNs) may incur
when dealing with long sequence input. According to the
spatial relationships of geo-entities and their corresponding
topological models, a learning mechanism of spatial char-
acteristics of geo-entities can be established based on het-
erogeneous graph construction and graph convolution neural
network. Using the dynamic spatiotemporal relationships of
the multi-task learning model, it can extract the deep tem-
poral and spatial features of geo-entities and achieve the
bidirectional correlations between attributes and spatio-

temporal correlations and deduce the spatiotemporal linkage
from attributes.

4.2 Construction of high-resolution geological time
scale based on geoscience knowledge graph

An unified spatiotemporal framework is the prerequisite and
cornerstone for geoscience research, being a geoscientist’s
dream to establish an unified deep-time framework with ten-
thousand-year time resolutions. Golden spike defined with
the first appearance of fossils is often called in question
(Aubry et al., 1999; Walsh et al., 2004; Lucas, 2018; Da-
vydov, 2020). An attempt has been made to analyze the
ocean of data from stratigraphy, paleontology, geochronol-
ogy, astronomical cycle and isotope chronology and other
related disciplines with big data analysis techniques. This
research also needs the support of a specific geoscience
knowledge graph, which will launch the post-stratotype stage
of international stratigraphy research based on traditional
“Golden spike/stratotype” and geological chronology. Two
main tasks must be conducted to achieve the above aim.
Firstly, intelligent methods for automatically extracting

basic concepts, terms, specifications, technical methods and
their interrelations of stratigraphy, paleontology, geochro-
nology, astronomical cycle and isotope chronology is to be
developed. Coding specifications suitable for describing
geoscience knowledge graphs based on international stan-
dards and specifications, and machine-understandable on-
tology of knowledge graphs of stratigraphy, paleontology,
geochronology, astronomical cycle and isotope chronology,
especially time ontology should be established.
Secondly, artificial intelligence algorithms based on high

performance computing and artificial intelligence technol-
ogy are developed to calibrate time and time rate, determine
major biological environmental events. It is necessary to
explain geo-knowledge nodes (including basic concepts,
objects, phenomena, processes, standards, methods, etc.) and
their mutual relationships in a clear and definite manner and
establish the geological time scale of different geological
periods step by step, such as the new generation of geological
time scale of 100,000 to 10,000 years in Paleozoic. Finally, a
geological time scale spanning the entire evolution history of
Earth will be formed.

4.3 Intelligent map editing and mapping

As a visual representation and transmission of spatial in-
formation, map and Cartography has a long history and has
evolved with the progress in understanding the human cog-
nition and the development of science and technology (Guo
and Ying, 2017; Chen and Chen, 2018). Map-making is a
complex, time-consuming and labor-intensive task, invol-
ving many steps such as map design, map editing, and map
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generalization. The research and development of automatic
and intelligent mapping system has always been the focus in
the field of cartography. With the development of symbolic
artificial intelligence (the first generation of artificial in-
telligence), there was a surge of studying the mapping expert
systems from the early 1980s to the mid-1990s (Xiong,
2019). However, the bottleneck for knowledge engineering
of cartography remains unsolved. Geoscience knowledge
graph may light the smart map-making.
The intelligent mapping based on geoscience knowledge

graphs is driven by geo-knowledge, cartographic knowledge
and intelligent selection of big data under the constraint of
the basic laws and rules of cartography. It implements au-
tonomous judgment and collocation of various mapping re-
sources including mapping data, models, templates and
methods, and the map product quality and optimization
strategy. The core tasks of intelligent map-making include
the external task of mapping workflow determination by
knowledge-driven and the internal task of map making as-
sisted by data intelligence. The external task driven by the
workflow knowledge will determine the whole mapping
process, while the internal task includes a series of activities
such as data processing, overall design, content organization,
symbolic representation, map output, etc. The internal task is
implemented with the guidance of the external task step by
step.

5. Conclusions

Geoscience knowledge graph is one of the frontiers of
geoscience researches. Building geoscience knowledge
graph is a systematic knowledge project for the community
of geosciences. An adaptable representation model of
geoscience knowledge graph which was proposed in this
paper is composed of complex spatiotemporal information
representation model (entity object representation model)
and geo-entity object relationship (edge). This model pro-
vides the basic architecture for building all-domain
geoscience knowledge graph. Federated crowd intelligence
collaboration method and dynamic abstraction method from
multi-form geo-big data based on deep analysis are two
different strategies and key techniques for establishing
geoscience knowledge graph. Moreover, this paper illus-
trates three typical applications of geoscience knowledge
graph from geo-knowledge reasoning, high-resolution geo-
logical time scale construction to intelligent mapping. These
cases provide the idea and guidance for further applications
of geoscience knowledge graph.
As a new geoscience research direction, knowledge graph

is just in the early stages and need more in-depth studies such
as structural organization and semantic representation of
geoscience knowledge architecture, the large-scale knowl-

edge graph construction and the big data analysis and ap-
plication. In particular, the following core issues need to be
studied urgently.
(1) The representation of geoscience knowledge integrated

with map elements. At present, knowledge representation
mostly adopts the basic architecture model of “node-edge”,
which cannot effectively integrate various thematic maps of
geoscience research, and fails to analyze the spatial-temporal
relationships of complex geo-phenomena or events effec-
tively. The extended model proposed in this paper still face
the challenges in implementing intelligent extraction and
analysis of map elements.
(2) Rapid reconstruction of knowledge graph for different

application theme. Nowadays, most knowledge graphs are
constructed in existing scenes. The tough challenges in the
application of knowledge graphs are how to construct
knowledge graphs with “time-space-theme” as the core and
achieve efficient reconstruction and adaptive analysis.
(3) Knowledge discovery of multivariate big data and

updating of geoscience knowledge graph. Currently, the
dynamic knowledge graph is constructed mostly based on
literature, and it is difficult to discover knowledge from more
sources and check the reliability and credibility of new
knowledge as well as update the knowledge graph quickly.
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